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NEWS
Q u a r t e r l y  p r e s s  b u l l e t i n  o f  o u r  h o l d i n g .

Mr. Orhan Sabuncu, the member
of Board of Teknik Malzeme was
selected as O‹B's new Chairman
for 4 years.

Under the Project
of % 100
supporting to
education by
Ministry of

Education, the protocol of building
an additional building in the
garden of Necla Orhan primay
school, located in Mudanya, was
signed in our distinguished
Governor fiahabettin Harput's
chair under the supervision of
Province Director of Education
Atilla Gülsar and our managers.

Until now I used to
talk about my
experiences in
industry, and this
time you might be
wondering why I

started talking about my memory
in primary school period in this
edition;I wanted  to state at which
level of social and educational life
we were in right after the Second
World war. I also wanted to state
the developments recorded in
industry was also recorded in
social and education field.

I am pleased to announce the
creation of our new entity, Nobel
Automotive Korea. It is 100%
owned by Orhan Holding, based
in Incheon and established on
April 28th, 2010.

Automotive Industry

14th Orhan Holding traditional
Football Tournament has passed
with colorful tableau of partici-
pants and supporters and it has
finished with an amazing final
match.

Turkey’s Growing
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Message of Mr. Murat Orhan

Flexibility, open mind, teamwork

These are some of our values. Recent economic

fluctuations have reminded us how important they

are. The world and business environment are

changing at a dramatic pace. What used to work

may not work any more. Companies and people with

open minds can adapt  more quickly  and be

successful.  Others vanish talking about how things

used to be in the past. We have to be aware of the

changes in the market and our customers' demands

and work very hard to exceed their expectations

before someone else does.

Teamwork is very important for success. For good

teamwork we have to have a good team.  Good teams

are made of good people with the right qualifications.

A good soccer team should have good players in

every position. When there is a weakness in any

position, this will be exploited by the rivals. The

players have to be assigned to the right positions.

If you have the best forward player but if he is

assigned as goalkeeper, the outcome will not be

the same. Also the placement has to be correct. A

goalie standing at the center point to protect his

goal would not be logical.  During the game every

player has to do their job and more by supporting

the rest of the team. Forward players help defense.

We even see goalies joining the attack when a goal

is needed desperately.  You can not have a player

in the team saying “ I do my job and do not care

about how or what the rest of the team does”. If

there is an underperformer,  the rest of the team

will have to work even harder to compensate. As

this is not a long time sustainable situation, such

player is usually replaced unless the performance

is improved quickly. The tactics of the team have to

be adjusted depending on progress, the strengths

and weaknesses of  the team and the r ivals.

Work life is similar; we have to have the right people

at the right positions and at the right locations.

Sales people have to be as close to the customer

as necessary. Production and engineering people

have to be at the production site. If somebody is

underperforming or does not have the right skills

set, they either have to be trained or replaced.  All

the people, functions, departments have to work in

the same direction and support each other.  We

have to be flexible to adapt to the changes.  We have

to improve our teamwork at all levels to get ahead

and stay ahead.

We will continue to work hard as a team and be

flexible to deal with the fluctuations. Like a soccer

team, sometimes we may have to be more defensive

but at the end we have to score to win. Let's not

forget that we can only be successful, if the value

we create is at least to the satisfaction of our

customers.

There is no success without hard work and no

reward without risk.

I would like to take this opportunity to express that

we are very proud that our hometown soccer team

Bursaspor became the champion this year for the

very first time. Also, I  hope the teams of  the

countries, where we have our people and plants, do

well in the world cup.

H. Murat ORHAN
Orhan Holding
Chairman
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In this edition, I would like to talk about my primary

school term,

I was born in 1941 in Barç›n Village, located in the

hillside, in the North of Yeniflehir, 5 km away from the

city. It was composed of up and down districts. Our home

stood in the upper side, in the edge of a small creek

which used to get dry in the summer and ran out from

the east of village. In the other hillside of the creek,

there was a graveyard, in the other words one side of

our house used to behold the graveyard and creek, whilst

the base aspect used to be towards village and Yeniflehir.

A large building with two floors, a room in downstairs,

there also located the cooking room, living room and

bedroom where we used to sleep with our grandmother

at the time of our childhood. Next to our room, there

used to be a barn where our animals gathered. Closer

to our building where the main building ends, there was

hayloft, a poultry house, toilet and our cooker. Poultry

house, toilet and cooker were in a small garden (at that

time garden and building were too big for me)

In one of the corners in the garden, there was a green

plum tree. In upper floor of our building there was a

room called “ Böceklik” which was so large and long

for me (because sericulture being done here, this name

was given to this room) At the end of “Böceklik” room,

there were three rooms one of which was not used, one

of which belonged to my parents and one was guest

room.

Winter used to pass tough here and many places were

under snow in winter. Creek starts running out in winter.

Towards spring its running out used to change and turn

into fervid and flood. During this time, the creek used

to draw everything what it found on its way. It was very

enjoyable and amusing for us as children to play in the

creek or near it.

Our village's school stood in the high hill in the middle

of two districts. Three sides of school were covered with

blends. Our village was such a beautiful and large one

for me. (we used to call “ Köv “ instead of Köy, village

in Turkish)

When it was time to school for me, I went to school with

my friends. We were so excited. School consisted of two

classrooms, but 5 classes and only one educated. 1,2

and 3 class students used to gather at the same class

and 4 and 5 class students were in the same classroom.

Only one teacher used to support to educate these

classes by running one to the other.

When we first started school, identification card was

requested for us and our identification cards  which we

hadn't had until that moment, were gotten from the

Town, so that we noticed that we were only 6. Since the

age to start school was 7, we were not allowed to be in

the school, but having seen our disappointment and

sadness, our teacher agreed on accepting us to school

without an official record and I started my education in

bliss.

Maybe I was clever enough to be accepted for school. I

memorized everything what was shown to me in the

books and on the board (the alphabet). When teacher

wanted me to read, I used to recite the writings by

seeming as if I was reading. This situation continued

until 3rd class. My teacher found out with a test that I

seemed as if I was reading the article given to me and

that it was all from memory. Fortunately it was found

out. Afterwards I learnt how to read.

Until now I used to talk about my experiences in industry,

and this time you might be wondering why I started

talking about my memory in primary school period in

this edition;

I wanted  to state at which level of social and educational

life we were in right after the Second World war. I also

wanted to state the developments recorded in industry

was also recorded in social and education f ield.

From the memories of Mr. ‹brahim Orhan
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Support to Education

General meeting of Automotive Industry Export Association (O‹B)

was held in April. Mr. Orhan Sabuncu, the member of Board of

Teknik Malzeme was selected as O‹B's new Chairman for 4

years.

During selection, Oyak Renault, Tofafl, Ford Otosan supported

Mr. Orhan Sabuncu's being the chairman of O‹B and they took

place in the selection list. The list consisted of one chairman,

three key industries and seven supplier industries, as total result

11 company were supportive for Mr. Sabuncu.

After getting the result, Mr. Orhan Sabuncu, sharing his happiness

with us, explained “ we are happy to achieve our gaol, we were

a good team consisting of key industries and supplier industries.

This gives us more responsibility. Hereafter we will keep on

working to develop and increase the export, to support our

members.”

O‹B's New Chairman Orhan Sabuncu

Candidates of Young Engineers
As part of our Honorary Chairman Mr. ‹brahim Orhan being

invited to Seminars of Uluda¤ University Engineering and

Architecture Faculty, he gave a briefing to young new

engineers about his 40 years of experience.

Under the Project of % 100 supporting to education by Ministry

of Education, the protocol of building an additional building in the

garden of Necla Orhan primay school, located in Mudanya, was

signed in our distinguished Governor fiahabettin Harput's chair

under the supervision of Province Director of Education Atilla

Gülsar and our managers.

Our distinguished Governor emphasized that all kinds of steps in

Education field are important for us and for our country's future.

He thanked to Orhan Holding and the management of Orhan

Holding for support to Education.

Because of the shortage of the classrooms for education and

student's more demand for Necla Orhan primary school, the

number of permanent teachers are not known yet and during this

period with additional building, the number of permanent teachers

will be completed and the degree of the students will rise.

The additional building will consist of only one floor and there will

be a background + 5 classrooms, 1 computer laboratory, 1 teachers

room, 1 kitchen and sport changing room. The building will be

ready in 2010-2011 education term.

Unless a nation has the military education, no matter How

brilliant victories achieved in battlefield that victory is not possible

to provide permanent results

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk



This year among the jury members; Monochrome prints section;

Alper Bilsel and Necla Orhan as representative Orhan Holding;

Color prints section: Selim Günefl, Wilco Van Herpen and our

art consultant ‹lhan Özer; Digital print section: Laleper

Aytek, Fethi ‹zan and Ayflegül Orhan Donat as

representative Orhan Holding. They

have been through a very difficult

evaluation meeting, though we are glad

and satisfied with the participation of

them.
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Children and Play
We have carried out our 5th international Photography Contest award ceremony with the participation

of Photographers, Government protocol and guests.

Holding

As Orhan Holding, we always give importance of societal

responsibilities as much as our responsibilities for shareholdings

and employees. We always aim to exist with sponsorship to art

and culture and supports to education.

With our support to art, our journey with photography has started

in 1999 with a competition organized among our employees.

Soon after, our national competition was supported and attracted

by amateur and professional photographers.

With the support of FIAP (International Federation of Photographic

Art ) and TFSF (Photographic Arts Federation of Turkey ) we

have organized the 5th Orhan Holding International Photography

Contest with the theme “ Children and Play “ in 3 categories

(Monochrome/Colored/Digital) and a good deal of photographers

from;

• 26 countries ( From Vietnam to Ukraine, Latvia to Serbia and

etc )

• 233 Photograhers

• 1222 prints have participated in the contest.
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Rod Wheelans-Oyuncak Ayım-‹ngiltere Siyah Beyaz Baskı FIAP Altın Madalya

Dao Tien DAT-I‹kisi Birarada-Vietnam-Siyah Beyaz Baskı Orhan

Holding Özel Ödülü

Digital Print

Ayhan Marafll›- Kirlenmifl Dunya-Turkey Dijital Bask› Orhan Holding Özel Ödülü

Ayhan Marafll›-Benim Dünyam-Türkiye-Dijital Bask›-Fiap Gümüfl Madalya

Mikhail BONDAR-HAVACI-2-Ukrayna-Dijital Bask› Fiap Bronz Madalya

Viesturs LINKS -Letonya-FIAP Alt›n Maldalya

Anne Greiner-Üç çocuk ve bir köpek-‹ngiltere Siyah Beyaz Baskı FIAP Bronz Madalya

Umut Kılıç-Oyun Keyfi-Türkiye Siyah Beyaz Baskı FIAP Gümüfl Madalya

Monochrome Print

‹hsan Korkut-Sek sek ve Balon - Türkiye

Leonid Goldin-Çocukların Oyunu-‹srail-Renkli Baskı Fiap Altın Madalya

Lin Dung-Leung -Top Oynamak-Çin

Tien Ho Anh Bir Penalt›-Vietnam-Orhan Holding Özel Ödülü

Color Print

The award ceremony of the contest took place in Teknik oto

building of Orhan Holding on 19 December 2009 Saturday at 15:00.

The award winning photos are exhibited on the dates following;

28 December 2009 - 09 January 2010 Tayyare Kültür merkezi sami

Güner Art Gallery and 11-18 January 2010 at Korupark Shopping

Center and 19-26 January 2010 Pembe Çarfl›.

We aim to become one of the most respected and known

photography competitions in the world.



BFTC 1 team was awarded by getting the highest score in

torunament which 26 teams, total 130 staffs participated, Teknik

Oto 2 team was the second, whilst S›la Teknik was the third one.

in tournament the highest score among men was gotten by Nuri

izinter from Teknik Oto 2 team and Vezatiye fientürk from BFTC

1 team had the highest score among women. Teams and the ones

awarded had their gifts, plates and medals in excitement.

We wish to be together

in next Tournament.
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Mr. Orhan Sabuncu, the member of board, has been living the

happiness and pride being a grandfather by having the first

grandson.

Happiness of Having Grand Child

BFTC 1 team is the Champion in Orhan Holding Bowling
Tournament

Journalist and writer Güngör Uras visited our Honorary Chairman

Mr. ‹brahim Orhan with Garanti Bank Marmara Branch manager

Figen Çelikel.  During this enjoyable visit, Mr. Uras had the

opportunity to learn more about Orhan Holding.

Visit of Güngör Uras….

As Orhan Holding, we organized the first Bowling Tournament

that one of the regular activities carried out twice a year, on 2

April 2010 Friday night in Asmerkez in Rainbowl Bowling.

14th Orhan Holding traditional Football Tournament has passed

with colorful tableau of participants and supporters and it has

finished with an amazing final match. Since the first day, the

tournament has been enjoyable with the participation of the

teams consisting of Orhan Holding companies.

14th Orhan Holding Traditional
Football Tournament



Before the final and the other degree determination matches

which took place in Olimpik Marmara synthetic pitch facility, our

Chairman Mr. Murat Orhan thanked to all teams who joined

themselves into a forcible conflict and he wished a gentlemanlike

and exciting match for all teams. At the end of tournament, he

told that Bursaspor is the champion.

8 company conflicted in 2 groups in the tournament which started

on 8 May. The teams which had the first two sequences reached

the semifinal. Orda, Teknik Malzeme, Or-metal, Teknik Oto, S›la

Teknik, Matay, Aunde Teknik and BFTC gathered in the tournament.

‹n the begining of the conflict of S›la Teknik and Aunde Teknik

passed without any goal. S›la Teknik,that reached to be 3rd by

winining its competitor with 4-3 score , congratulated  the success

with crocodile walk.

The final match of tournament looks like Fenerbahçe- Trabzonspor

match which was played in the last match of Türkcell Super

league. The last match was among the favourite team Teknik

Malzeme and Orda which reached to final.

in the first minutes of the match, Teknik Malzeme which has been

carrying championship with the score 1-0 was shocked with 3

goals coming from Orda. The second half of the conflict, Teknik

Malzeme was not good enough to score goals because of Orda's

perfect goalkeeper's rescues and he reminded us Trabzonsopor

goalkeeper Onur. ‹n the last exciting minutes of the match, the

supporter of the teams wanted to celebrate the championship by

getting into playing field. With the warning of the arbiter, the

supporter left the field and with the last starting badge, Orda

become the championship and they celebrated it with crocodile

walk as if they wanted to threaten their competitors for the next

tournament.

At the end of conflict which Veterans showed a great performance,

the white team announced their championship against red team.

During the four week tournament consisted of blue and red team

of Orhan Holding children club, whilst O¤uz Efe become the goal

king, the red team announced their championship. All teams were

honored with medals because of their success.

At the end of tournament, the third team S›la Teknik received the

plate from our board member Mr. Orhan Sabuncu. Teknik Malzeme

which lost the championship of this year's become the second

and received the plate from our Vice Chairman Ayflegül Orhan

Donat. While Orda became the championship, our Chairman Mr.

Murat Orhan gave the plate to the team.

On the other hand, Teknik Oto which is selected as the most

gentleman team of the tournament and  Mr. Erkan Gürbüz who

is the Goal king from Teknik Malzeme had their plates from our

Chairman Mr. Murat Orhan. ‹n spite of rainy weather, many staffs

and their families watched and supported the matches.
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One of the most important technology products of the world is

certainly Automobiles. We had been always faced with different

kinds, models and brands by development of Technology since

the Automobiles were invented. Maybe the aim had been only

producing the best automobiles, maybe people had worked for

only this reason, but each time better and new ones, new brands,

new models had followed one another during this process. Let's

observe the historical process of Automobiles which take important

places in our lives;

The first Turkish Automotive industry originates from discovering

horse carriages with the invention of wheels and carrying out

traditional craftsmanship of horse carriages in Anatolia. At the

time period when technology didin't exist and people cope with

difficulties in nature, they used to use horsedrawn to make their

lives easier. Since 1500 B.C. Mediterranean cultures also produced

and used these carriages, made from iron and wood in Anatolia,

and since 600 B.C. they designed these horse carriages to use in

the wars.

‹n 1640s in Ottoman Empire time carriages were only reserved

for women of the court and men except senior levels were not

allowed to ride carriages. Regarding carriage industry in Ottoman

empire time, it developed in ‹stanbul around Saraçhane where

was used to make horse riding harnesses in previous centuries.

The importance and necessity of Automotive started showing

itself in Ottoman Empire. The first important attempt for industrial

schools was between 1861-1868 at the term of Mithat Pafla who

opened a series of technical schools and later a factory was also

established. The ones who graduated with high marks from school

were sent to Europe for training and they contributed to the

development of the car industry.

The first imported automobiles (Mercedes, Daimler, Benz and

Puch from Germany; De Dion Bouton, Delahey, Deloney-Belleville,

Delage, Panhard le Vaseur, Hotchkis and Renault from France;

Fiat from ‹taly;Rolls-Royce and the Rapier truck from England)

were brought for Ottoman Empire from 1908 to 1914. After realizing

the military importance of the automobiles, military trucks were

started to be imported, too. ‹n the length of time Automobiles had

replaced carriages for senior level state services.

Having realized the importance of Automobiles,

attempts and developments in the National

industry followed one another. When Ottoman

had faced with First World War, all parts were

being supplied from Anatolia. ‹n 1916 Ottoman

Transport Vehicles Inc. was established in

‹stanbul and with the declaration of the Republic,

motor vehicle import and use started to spread

in Turkey. ‹n 1927 -1928 in order to revive the

port of ‹stanbul, the government supported the

establishment of a free zone in ‹stanbul and an

agreement for 25 years was signed between

government and Ford Motor Company. Part of

the Automobiles, tractors and trucks were to

be sold to the Soviet Union. ‹n 1929 Tophane

land was allocated to Ford Motor Company and

with 450 workers, the Ford Motor Company

started assembly. ‹n 1931 the daily production

of trucks and automobiles reached 48 units and

started to be exported to Balkans, the soviet

union and middle east including ‹ran. After First

World War it was realized that more carriages were needed due

to the boom in agricultural production. When tractors and

agricultural machines were introduced for the first time, horse

carriages were still the sole means of transport in cities, farms

and villages.

As Automotive products diversified around the world, ‹stanbul

municipality bought 3 Renault buses to run them, following

Mercedes buses were started to be imported from America.

‹mported simple vehicles were modified in novel ways such as

turning pick up trucks into minubuses and selling them in Sirkeci

shows that the future of the automotive industry was evident. All

kinds of vehicle brands were rushing into Turkey. ‹n 1952 foreign

manufacturers moved into make partnership deals with local

manufacturers. On the other hand efforts for the developments

of agricultural industry grow in a self-reliant way until 1961. ‹n
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Turkey’s Growing Automotive Industry
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dreaming of making a car adopting a western mindset. The

following day all newspapers featured the headline “ Broke Down

after 100 meters” and there was no mention of the fact why Devrim

stopped. Today Devrim cars are preserved in a special garage in

TÜLOMSAfi museum.

After this disappointment, with the attempt of Vehbi Koç, a new

Project was presented and this

time Turkey's first local car was

ready for production. in 1967

Turkey's first local car “ Anadol”

was produced and it reached until

2000 year. After producing Anadol

cars, Tofafl (Turkish Automobile

Factory) was founded and in 1971

Tofafl started producing Murat 124

model cars with ‹talian Fiat license.

When Oyak Renault factory was

built, Renault 12 model cars were

started to be produced with French

license. At the same time MAN,

Otoyol, Karsan, Otomarsan,

Genoto, Chrysler, BMC whose

production was commercial and

heavy-duty vehicle, went into operation. By the industrialization

and development of trade in Turkey, pickup trucks were needed

by people and Otosan started producing trucks. ‹n 1980 Anadol

cars turned into Anadol trucks. During the years 1985-1990 Renault

made many modifications and modernity in producing and for

years it worked for different models of Renault cars. Renault 9

model and the first hatcback model Renault 11, Anadol pickup

truck model with the first diesel engine, Renault 12 series which

turned into Toros models reached until 2000. When we reach

1990, Renault's upper class model Renault 21 was started to be

produced and the local production Opel Vectra, Ford Escort and

Toyota took place in Automotive industry. Afterwards car makers

like Honda, Hyundai took place in Turkey for local productions.

After 2000, with ever-changing economic and social conditions,

Turkish Automotive ‹ndustry kept on growing rapidly by models,

brands, modernity and modfications. ‹t is very important that

1954 Minneapolis-Moline Turkish tractors and agricultural

machines went into operation and Turkey's first plane engine

factory was built by Turkish Aeronautical Association. The facility

was also handed over to the mechanical and Chemical ‹ndustry

Corporation to make tractors and agricultural machinery. By and

by first steps of Turkish Automotive investment was found and

the foundation of Otosan come across in 1959s.

When we reach 1960s, the idea to start an automotive industry in

Turkey and the excitement of producing local cars, covered people.

‹n 1961 20 executives and engineers from Stateowned Railways

factories and traction departments gathered for a Project and the

head of state Cemal Gürsel wanted them to develop a local

passenger car and get it ready until the Republic Day on 29

October. The aim of the Project was to prove that a vehicle could

be produced to suit the conditions of Turkey. Engineers being

gathered for the same aim, had

nothing to create a car in 129 days.

‹t was really hard to believe that

neither cars nor engines could

possibly be made by the young

Turkish engineers. Afterwards

operations to make the local cars

were started in idle foundry

Eskiflehir  Rai lway Factory

(currently TÜLOMSAfi Turkish

Locomotive&Engine Indus.Inc)

where was the most convenient

place. About to finish the first car,

another message saying “two cars

must have been ready for the

Republic day“ was sent to

engineers “. At that time only a

miracle could deliver it but finally

the miracle took place and “Devrim-the first local cars- were

born on the morning of 29 October 1961 and Devrim was sent to

the Parliament Building to welcome President Cemal Gürsel.

Because the first car's tank was filled in a hurry and fuel was not

enough to take him until Mausoleum, the engine stopped after

100 meters. This was a great disappointment for everybody while



during this period, all development studies for Tofafl/Fiat Doblo,

Ford Transit Connect and Tofafl/Fiat/Peugeot/Citroen

Fiorino/Bipper/Nemo were carried out mostly in our country by

our engineers.

The adventure begining with the invention of wheels, picked up

speed with steamy machines used in horse carriages and it

reached the excellent stage by researching, development,

designing, using technology and the invention of producing motor

vehicle.

As we are Orhan Holding, we started our journey in 1972 with the

foundation of Teknik Malzeme and in this way we took our place

in Autmotive industry. By being one of supplier industry for

Automotive industry, we have been supplying Automotive parts

such as;

-Complete Seats, Seat components like Seat Frames, Seat covers,

Foam, Fabric and diversified Polyurethane Foam for Ford Otosan,

Honda Turkey, Peugeot, Toyota, Karsan (PEUGEOT), Takanichi

(Toyota), Renault France, Renault Turkey (Oyak Renault) BMW,

Major SKT (Renault), Johnson Controls, A-Plast, Erkurt, Ototrim,

Formfleks, Grammer, Kiel etc. in Teknik Malzeme, Orcia, Aunde

teknik, Elta and Bftc plants
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-Also Exhaust Systems, Flexible cables, Gear shifters, Plastic

injection parts, High-precision springs and wire assemblies for

Magnetti Marelli, Arvinmeritor, Beldeyama, Hyundai Turkey, Honda

Turkey, Ford Otosan, Girsud, Zf Sachs (Turkey & Germany), BMC,

Dacia, Tofafl, Dacia, Renault Turkey, Toyota Turkey, MGI Coutier,

Faurecia etc. in Matay, S›la Teknik and Or-metal plants

-Fuel, engine oil cooling, lines, EGR, Airbag fill tube,

HVAC/Powersteering etc. for PSA, Renault/Nissan, Ford, DCX,

GM, Inergy etc. in Nobel Automotive plants in Turkey, Europe,

North America and Far eastern plants.

As a result,

Turkey's shining star Turkish automotive industry aims to carry

on their existences while growing consistently, expand into new

sectors and countries by generating capital for continuous

development.

As Orhan Holding, in order to supply the products for customers,

we will keep on growing up rapidly with the technology, establishing

brands in sectors producing end products, producing products

and giving services beyond the expectations of our customers and

by carrying out all them, we aim to be the center of excellence in

Supplier industry in Turkey and all around the world.



Jacques Orcel is 71 years old and he is having his 38th year in
this company. He has been living the pride and  We think that
interviewing with Jacques Orcel is a wonderful opportunity to
honour him.Jacques has then lived the evolution of Vitry's location
since 1972 when he started as production operator, being now
working in raw material grinding. After having started with a
six-month tentative period, motivated as much and even more
by belonging to Nobel family than by the diversity of his mission,
he has been up to now working for 15 years in this position.

Nobel is a family where he feels good : “My independent job
prevents me from relational difficulties when they happen” and
he adds “Relations have changed, it is not anymore as before
when we used to have cohesion between employees because
we were more free… Nobel is a good company which has provided
me with a new quality of life”.

Indeed, Jacques confides that after having owned his own truck
stop-restaurant-and having worked 7 days per week from 4:00
in the morning until midnight, he has with Nobel found a peaceful
rhythm and  also free days to go fishing,  for leisure, idleness
and annual holiday.

And Jacques is twice more honourable: if in France the average
age for retirement is less than 59 years old, Jacques will leave
us with a “bonus” of more than 10 years. Exceptional ! at a time
when French authorities try to orientate social negotiations
toward a longer period of employment.

With his choice, Jacques is an example not only regarding the
number of years he has been working but also with his way of
appreciating his job as a factor of quality of life. About his health?
Jacques has not been on sick leave since 1988… and it was his
first one!

One essential question for Jacques now: his life after Nobel?
Years have passed and stopping professional activity undoubtedly
means a need for adapting personal life; and Jacques is leaving
a family.

But he has promised to meet again with pleasure his colleagues,
his friends for some of them.

It will be with regret and undoubtedly a great emotion shared
by all of us when Jacques will leave Nobel on 31 May 2010.

We would like to wish happiness in his new life.”

Jacques Orcel

In this edition we are with Mr. Victor Hugo Martinez

I´ve had the opportunity to interview with Víctor Hugo Martínez

who is our Maintenance Manager at Nobel Automotive Mexico.

When we first meet Victor Hugo Martinez, he seems to be very

serious but during our conversation with him, we have also

discovered How sincere and sympathetic he is.

Víctor has been working at Nobel for 4 years, he started as a

Surpervisor and after one year he became  Manager, I asked

him what on his opinion  was the principal cause that made

possible to change his position so soon.

He believes there were many things. But the Knowledge, the

experience  and the good attitude toward the job were the main

 reasons for his promotion.

Víctor believes in commitment, he thinks that we are the result

of what we work for, we are responsible of our actions and

decisions. Thats why he also told me about the importance to

work as a team.

He says: We are an excellent Company, I would like to continue

to work here at Nobel.

I invite to people  to look in the same direction in order to grow

up continuously.

Víctor has been married for 3 years, his son is almost 2 years.

He told me that his family is one of his priorities, and he is always

trying to give them quality time.

I have to say that I really enjoyed this interview.

I used to think that Víctor´s  appareance is  so serious, but when

he was talking about Hugo Erick (his son) he showed me a big

smile and I realized that he really enjoys his work, family and

life.

We would like to thank Victor Hugo Martinez for this pleasurable

interview  and we wish our best at his work.

Víctor

Hugo Martínez

INTERVIEW
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Our Internal Educations Have
Launched

In order to improve the technical abilities of the white collared

employees and to make the technical educations prevalent within

the company, we started planned educations of company for

year 2010 with, ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Management

Standard, OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health and Safety

Management and Statistical Process Control.

It is planned to continue with these educations in the following

months, in which the attendees are satisfied with.

All the factory workers have been educated about fire and

earthquake by NOSAB Fire brigade. Fire fighting and evacuation

team workers are also educated and made practice by an

application.

We made a practice match with the junior football team. They

had good time while they were competing. Parents of the children

also came to support their children by cheering, they shared the

childrens happiness as well. Children reflected the team spirirt

properly by making crocodile walk after each score.

Junior Football Team

In “Dogus Otomotiv” central location, by project and quality

department employees of Aunde Teknik Ustyapi Plant, , “VW

Crafter Volt” education has been given to 78 workers of 60

Volkswagen services between dates 8-10 December 2009.

Education for Volkswagen
Authorized Service Workers by
Ustyap› Factory

Education for fire and
earthquake



We celebrated the 23 April National Sovereignty and Children's Day

together with the children of our workers that are trained in day-care

center. We had the chance to see the show that the children presented

in production area. Children enjoyed themselves after the show eating

cakes in lunch room.

23 April National Sovereignity and
Children's Day Activity

Picture Contest

For 23 April National Sovereignty and Children's Day a picture

contest about “Atatürk and National Sovereignty and Children's

Day” have been set and all of the employees children and brothers

and sisters have attended.

Attendance to competition included the children between age of

5-10 and the pictures were evaluated in 2 categories for age

groups.

Pictures were evaluated by a committiee including specialists for

pictures and the winners are chosen accordingly.

1.Category : 5-6-7 years old Lara

Afl›k took the first place (5 years

old)/Her mother is Hayriye Afl›k

2.Category : 7-8-9 years old twins fiükrü fiükrüo¤lu-fiirin fiükrüo¤lu

took the first place (9 years old)/Their mother is Sevdiye fiükrüo¤lu

Awards and certificates are given to the best of each category

during a ceremony in the plant. We congratulate all the attendees

on their succes and we hope for them to continue their actions

on pictures.

Employees that have recently signed in

Erdin Dinçel

He was born in ‹stanbul in 21.01.1967 and graduated

Y›ld›z Univesity Mechanical Engineering.

He has been working with us as Cutting Department

Chief as of 01.11.2009.

Selçuk Çelikkaya

He was born in Band›rma in 01.09.1980 and gradua-

ted Anadolu University Business Administration.

He has been working with us as a Personnel

Specialist as of 01.11.2009.

Didar Y›lmaz

She was born in Bursa in 28.11.1983 and graduated

Anadolu University Sociology.

She has been working with us as Human Resources

Specialist as of 05.10.2009.

Macide Yeflilova

She was born in Bursa in 15.09.1983 and graduated

Mersin Univesity German Interpreter.

She has been working with us as General Manager

Assistant as of 28.01.2010.
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Ages 7-8-9 the best picture

Ages 5-6-7 the best picture

Gülser Cömertel, Hatice Kandemir, Ayfle Ümit, Hakk› Sar›, Medine

Alt›nkaynak, Zeynep Asa, Tevhide Sevim, Mehmet Çal›k, Ergün

Bay›nd›r, Emine Lana, Cemal Alper, Sabriye Mutlu Özgür, Sabri

‹ncircio¤lu, fiule Oktay Özler, Sefa Sertu¤ Yard›mc›.

We are deeply sorry for our workers whose family members

have recently passed away.

Ömür Sezer, Fatma Özgür, Nuran Tafltan, Sevim Can, Dilek
Ergöçer, Nahide Vuran, Ayflegül Yusufo¤lu,  Fatma Kurt, Gülnaz
Y›lmaz, Güldeniz Mutlu Orman, Derya T›ng›r, Reyhan Ar›, Sevil
Yavuz, Mustafa Zümbül, Metin Karagöz, Zafer Özen, Ramazan
fienol,U¤ur Büyük, Mesut Saatçi, Halil Kürpe, Hasan Sevinç,
Orhan Mayil, Nurettin Yusufo¤lu, Selda Ayd›nl›, Nurgül Dönmez,
Songül Çavufl, fiennur Kaya, fiehri Karaduman, K›ymet Kuflku,
Nigar ‹smailo¤lu, Nesibe Y›ld›r›mc›,Meryem Duman,Bilnaz
Nafio¤lu, Melahat Acar, Fatma Bayflu, Esra S›rman, Ümmü Çetin,
Safiye Sal›k, Gülser Y›ld›z, Gülhan Tütüncüo¤lu, Hümeyra Söken,
Nefize Sazak, Nazan Sar›er, Filiz Aktafl, Safiye Bulut, Ayfle
Korkmaz, Muazzez Er, Özden At›c›, Canses Ay, Nazan Sar›er,
Semra Kaya, Nuriye Taflk›n, Zümrüt Y›lmaz, ‹ncinur Saatçi

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Necmettin Taflk›n, Bülent Do¤ruyol, Dilek Günefl, Seda Oral,

Tezcan Duran, Fahrettin Çiçek, Mevlüde Akdafl, Gülden Alp,

Yalç›n Y›lmaz, Gülgün Yükselen

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Our Staffs that have lost their relatives

Our Staffs that have gotten married

••• The pictures made by the contesters are being showed successively on the lunch room walls of each factory. •••



Environmental Management
System and Occupational
Safety  Applications & H1N1
Training

There was training given

t o  a l l  c o m p a n y

e m p l o y e e s  a b o u t

e n v i r o n m e n t a l

management system and

occupat ional  safety

applications  by Sibel Eyiz,

who is working for

env i ronmenta l  and

occupat ional  safety

issues  in the last months of  2009.  At the same time, the other

training subject was  protection of influenza A (H1N1) was given

by Ayfle Alpo¤uz, who is working for company doctor in BFTC
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Fair

On 23th of April, we

visited the Textile Mac-

hinery Fair in Istanbul

to see new technologies.

 Additionally,  we were

also able to see the  aut-

hentic city of Istanbul.

Fire Drill
We celebrate the birthdays of Semati Çelik (who is Quality

Assurance Responsible) and Adem Ören  (who is Production

Engineer) on January 20, 2010.

We have celebrated our staffs Birthdays

A fire training is performed to the fire extinguishing team and

the fire rescue team which will interfere  with fire. The teams

are informed on;

Eviction scene, Fire growth, Properties of fire, Speed of fire

spreading, The progress of fire, The basic causes of fire

Besides all these; fire risk assesement is done in the plant and

informed about the preventive precautions to be taken in the

plant to prevent occurance of fire.

Addion to all these; a hand-on training is performed about types

of fire extinguishers to be used for the following types of fire:

LPG, Natural gas, Chimney, Electrical, Forest, Vehicles - cars

Buildings

‹smail Hakk› - Filiz Bulut

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Metin ve Leyla Gocamarl›.

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Our Staffs that have gotten married

Aynur Sab›rl›, Tezgül Öztürk, Abdullah Ayvaz, Hafize Kuzluk,

Ayten Y›lmaz, Bahriye Ramazano¤lu, Embiye Çal›flkan, Esin Gül,

Neslihan Gültekin

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

fiahsine Kasapo¤lu, Vezaiyet fientürk

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Our Staffs that have gotten married



On the 23 April to relieve the negative energy of our works we

had a barbecue party on the company's front garden.

Everyone had a great time and we thank everyone who contributed

there time.

We Organized a Barbecue Party

Omni-X Company visited our
Plant

The authorities of the company Omni-X  from Czech Republic

visited our plant on 7 September 2009.

The Exhaust Group of Renault
are in our Plant

The exhaust group of Renault visited our plant on 9 September

2009.

15
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Ases Audit is carried out

Renault Ases Audit has been achieved with success by Mr. Hasan

Tahsin Özgüle on 10 November 2009.

Lean Production Project and
Lean Logistic Presentation

Atatürk Memorial day
Ceremony

In  a year-long study of  “Lean Production project and lean

logistic Presentation” has been completed by Nezih Soydan, the

leadership of the Lean Instute Association on 18-19 December

2009.

We remember once again our great leader Mustafa Kemal

Atatürk with deep respect on 10 November.
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Tüyap Fair was visited

Our maintenance chief Mr. Ali

Çimen and his team visited the

Electronics and automation

TÜYAP Fair on 27 February 2010.

“Ways of being a strong communicator” Training was given by

Fahri DURABAY, communications specialist from Baflaran

Consultancy on 20 March 2010.

Environment Award
Matay quality manager Mrs. Gonca TIKNAZ  and  Matay quality

staff members  Mrs. Aylin YAPAR and Mr. ‹smail Hakk›  ÜNAL

visited on April all classrooms students at both schools in order

to give priority and importance to environmental education under

Matay's  Social Responsibility.

Social Responsibility concept ;

First implemented this year ; Contest in painting, poetry and essay

writing, a price ceremony was held  on 4 June, 2010  with Görükle

Hazinedaro¤lu Özkan and Ali Durmaz primary schools kids to

increase students interests and to work on being more sensitive

on environment.

Awards ceremony point;

Picture Category Composition Category Poem Category

1.Fikret Güney 1. Ebru Kazand› 1. Büflra Akdemir

2. Ya¤mur Elçin Topçu 2. Bircan Kahraman 2. Narin Ersoy

3. Erkan Ulu 3. Beyzanur Üstün 3. Gamze Öztürk

Awards were presented by;

First;  Orhan Holding and Matay Chairman, Mr. Murat ORHAN ;

Second; Matay General Manager, Mr. Bekir G‹RG‹N

Third;  Halkbank Organize Industrial Commercial Branch, Mr.

Mustafa Kemal

As every year, in 2009, based on reviews carried out within a

year we made our End of Year Evaluation meeting. Our meeting

started with presentations, showing superior performance in a

year, year and labor for our companies to reward employees

who remained. Finally as usual our end of the year ceremony,

we said  good-bye to 2009 and said hello to 2010.

First Aid and Medical waste practice has been achieved under

the leadership of  our plant doctor Nedim T›k›z.

First Aid and Medical Waste
Practice has been achieved

Ways Of being a strong
Communicator Training has
been given

Our end of Year Review Meeting
was held
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Visit of Autoliv Cankor

Our General Manager Bekir Girgin, Onur Türkmen, Gonca T›knaz,

Selim fiahin and Serdar Kutlu  visited Autoliv Cankor in order

to see the best benchmark applications.

For nearly a year, after all WCM meetings under the leadership

of Zafer Örnek from TOFAfi, we finally had the WCM audit on

3 February 2010. Our Audit was completed with success.

Tofafl WCM Audit Has Been
Completed

‹smail Tanr›kulu, fiebnem Yorulmaz, Ümit Kaya, Kemalettin

Gebefl, fievket Cihano¤lu, Fatih Öge, Ali Al›ml›, Erdal Özer-Erkek,

Birol Olur, Ali Paflay, Sinan Tezcan, Selçuk Çak›c›-‹kiz, Fatma

Kurubafl, Önder Çoban, Erdem Erdo¤an, Hikmet Sar›, Nazmi

Sürücü, Mustafa Aras, Erdem Erdo¤an, Ceyhun Yavafl, Ayd›n

Kocaman, Eray Bulgan, Adem Alagöz, Mustafa Sezen, Eren

Demir, Faruk Uysal

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Ali-Sibel (Koç) Filiz, Gürcan-Sinem (Özkan) Sar›kufl, ‹brahim-

Nurdan (Ferik) Bayraktar, ‹smail-Burçin (Onar) Sertel, Abdullah

-Zeynep (Tafl) Kahraman, Hüseyin-Emel (Tanay) Pir, ‹lhan-

Nazmiye (Dönmez) Özbek, Ali-Elif (Balkan) Aynefl, Nedret -Elfide

(Sönmez) Dönmez, Ozan-Dilek (Çetin) Özdil, Yunus-Birgül (Yavuz)

Korkmaz, Osman-Müge (Karsavuran) Karagöz, Özgür-Ba¤dagül

(‹stemihan) Enki

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Necmettin Çelik, Arslan P›nar

My God have mercy on them.

Our Staffs that have lost their relatives

Employees That Have Recently Signed In

Ali At›l Atalay
Project Engineer

‹hsan Fatih Sa¤lam
Continuous Imp. Eng.

Samet Mutlu
Project Engineer

Ozan Buyruk
Continuous Imp. Eng.

Halil Gökhan Açay
Process Engineer

Mehmet Onur Atefl
Continuous Imp. Eng.

Ceylan Ahmetçik
Logistics Engineer

Ali ‹hsan Çelikyay
Continuous Imp. Eng.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Our Staffs that have gotten married
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Nobel Automotive Korea
I am pleased to announce the creation of our new entity, Nobel

Automotive Korea. It is 100% owned by Orhan Holding, based in

Incheon and established on April 28th, 2010.

This new Korean company will be managed by a newly hired

plant manager, Mr. Woo-Sik, Suh. Please join me to welcome

him in Nobel Automotive Group and wish him success in his

new position and in the development of this new location.

Lean Project

Nobel Automotive received congratulations from its Renault

Quality Purchase contact for having passed from 4th to 2nd rank

in Renault suplier Rating system.

As well, the Group has been assessed by Cooper Standard

Automotive with the rating of a 1 supplier for the first quarter

of 2010. The rating scale of 1 means “excellent” and a status of

preferred supplier.

Congratulations to Nobel Automotive teams whose work has

allowed these good results and ranking.

Customers' congratulations

In France, on the 9th of February 2010, the “code of performances

and good practices for customer-supplier relationship within

the automotive industry” was signed. The implementation of the

rules defined in this code has lead to the creation of the

“Plateforme de la Filière Automobile” (PFA) which aims at

organising actions of cooperation between car manufacturers

and suppliers, at sustaining and developing the automotive

industry and companies.

The PFA is working on 4 subjects including lean manufacturing

considered as the solution to meet customers' demand and

satisfaction and remain competitive in the present difficult

economic context.

This has reinforced the idea that Lean concept has to be

implemented within Nobel automotive Group. This project was

launched in Vitry location on the 25th of February 2010 during

a meeting opened by M. Murat Orhan and during wich M. Cevdet

Özdogan from the Lean Institut presented the Lean concept.

As well, M. Kabatepe, the management team of Nobel Automotive

Group, the management team of Vitry location and representants

of the other departments of vitry location participated.

After this presentation a “Lean Team” was created by selecting

employees from the project management, sales & engineering,

quality and purchase departments. This team meets every 2

weeks with M. Özdogan  to develop a new method of work based

on the analysis of the development process during all the stages.

Information about the lean project and its evolution are available

on the Lean page of the intranet

Nobel Automotive Korea has its office building in Incheon area.

The contacts for the office and for Mr. Woo-Sik, Suh as below:

Nobel Automotive Korea Co., Ltd

#305, 632-1, Gojan-dong, Namdong-gu, Incheon, Korea

Tel: +82 32 817 0809  Fax: +82 32 812 0879

Woosik.suh@nobelautomotive.co.kr

Mobile: +82 10 8729 6160

Nobel Automotive Korea has already signed a manufacturing

agreement with a local Korean company called Hanil Platu Co.

Ltd., based in Incheon, too.

This local partner will be responsible from manufacturing, quality

and logistics activities for RSM Busan plant in Korea. The sales

and engineering activities will be handled by Nobel Automotive.

We believe that this agreement will be a good start for our

business in Korea and hope to get more business in this market.

Thanks to everybody who involved in the establishment process

of our new entity in Korea.
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SLP-Before

New Business for
Nobel Automotive NA

Our apologies for this article which should have been published

in the previous edition.

SLP-After

New Offices for Nobel North
America
By the end of March, the North America offices have moved

from Rochester Hills to new offices in Auburn Hills that Herman

Moore, famous professional Football Player for the Detroit Lions

used to occupy. Herman being a tall man it would be why the

ceilings are so high…

Here is part of the Auburn Hills team in the new offices, from

the left to the right: Ken Sieloff, Matt Weigand, Warren Maurer,

Mike O'Rourke, Stephanie Middleton, Tom Hager.

Orhan Holding Finance Coordinator Mr. Cem Kabak was Nobel

Automotive Romania's guest on April the 6-th and 7-th. Our

small but energetic and passionate team was happy to welcome

him in our new and beautiful site. Located in the small city of

Romania, Campulung, our company is a logistics center for

Dacia and Renault. In his visit to Nobel Automotive Romania,

the promising company of the group, we have been informed

about Orhan Holding's summary of 2009 operations and the

future plans of the group.

We took a memory photo at the end of his visit.

Nobel Automotive Romania
Visit of our Finance Manager
Cem Kabak

2009

The Nobel Automotive team was awarded a $ 10M (USD) Power

Steering Line Program from General Motors.  Program consists

of the following Platforms: Lambda (Acadia Cross Over), 384 (G6

Pass Car), 355 (Colorado Truck), and 345/745 (Hummer).

Nobel leveraged its global resources to secure this business.

Sales, Engineering, Program Management - Rochester Hills,

MI (USA)

Sales, Engineering, Testing - Birmingham [UK]

Sub Assembly Production - Archbold, OH [USA]

End Item Production - San Luis Potosi (SLP)  [Mexico]

Nobel Sales team provided the customer with a solution to their

supply problem (distressed incumbent supplier).   Nobel Program

Management team executed a flawless launch in less than 4

weeks.  This program generates immediate sales for Nobel

Automotive's North American Division, nearly doubling SLP

sales.
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Visiting plant in Slovakia

Visiting of Orava Castle

We had the opportunity to

visit the oldest and biggest

Orava Castle, located in

Orava region of Slovakia. The

castle which was built in 12yy

is being used as a museum

recently.

Nobel Automotive Basketball
Tournament

In May and June was organised the annual inter-companies

basket tournament to which 16 teams were participating.

Due to a significant number of players nobel Automotive was

represented by two teams so that everybody could participate.

For the very first time two levels were created : excellence

league and minor league. Nobel teams were part of each.

After the two stages of the tournament, the team 1 from Nobel

took the 12th position and the team  2 the ninth one. The 9th and

10th position being qualifying, Nobel team # 2 reached the

excellence league.

During this tournament the two teams of Nobel automotive

played well.

Our Honorary Chairman Mr. ‹brahim Orhan and his wife Mrs.

Necla Orhan visited Nobel Automotive Slovakia on 31 May 2010.

During their tour in the plant, new Renault X62 , PSA T3 and

DV 5 lines were researched. Information about our new

investment metal tube production line and Clean room line were

given to them in our molding room .
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Blind test for Christmas lunch
in Poissy

By the end of December, Poissy team had a Christmas lunch

which started by a wine blind test. Six different wines were

proposed in carafe :

4 red wines and 2

white wines. On a

document precising

in any order the

name, year and

description of each

wine we had to find

w h i c h  c a r a f e

matched with these

i n f o r m a t i o n .

Congratulation to

Jean-Claude who

apart from finding

the name for each

wine also had all the information matching.

Nobel Automotive New Year's
Ball

The traditional annual medals ceremony of took place at the

city hall of Vitry en Perthois. As for the past years, the

management of Vitry and the worker's council have organised

together this major event in the plant's life.

Fabien Porignaux, Vitry's plant manager awarded medals to 29

employees, who were honoured for their long careers in general

and the number of years they have been working for Nobel

Plastiques in particular. Medals are conferred first or 10 years

service, starting with the Bronze Medal  and up to the Gold

Medal honorouring 35 years of seniority.

After the ceremony and the traditional glass of Champagne -

the local product, the 175 guests spent a festive evening with a

celebration dinner and dancing until the early hours of the

morning.

Congratulation to Matt Wiegand, working in Aubrun Hills, and

his wife Leah who are young parents of a first boy.

We wish them all the best in their new position.

Stephane Varlet who has recently taken the

position of injection industrial leader for Vitry

location.

Remi Sicret who is now working as

Finish Quality Engineer.

Ludovic Gilbaut whose position as Extrusion Quality

Engineer is confirmed.

Christian Colin who is now in charge of the project

development department as Application Manager.

New HR manager for Vitry

Welcome to Philippe Leduc who has joined Nobel

Automotive Group as Human Resources manager

for France. Philippe has a 27-year overall

experience in Human Resources and

Communication, from the administration to the

strategic aspect of the function. We wish him every

success in this new role.

New Designer for Vitry

Welcome to Philippe Monboisse who has joined

the injection team. Philippe is specialised in the

design of injected parts. We wish him every

success.

New positions

Our Staffs that have new Babies
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K›z›lay Blood Donation

We have made  blood donation organization for  K›z›lay on

22 February 2010 in our plant. We would like to thank all our

staffs for their contribution  and  sensibility in blood donation

Our plant manager Mr. Cüneyt Tosyal›

presents bronze plaque, given as supplier

quality award by Toyota, to our colleagues

in this Project.

As the best staff of April Mr. Muhammed

Bilge from production fuel  tube department

has received his award from Mr. Orhan

Sabuncu.

As the best staff of March Mr. Köksal

Davulcu from production fuel  tube

department has received his award from

Mr. Murat Orhan.

As the best staff of May Mr. Yasin Özbircan

from molding room department has

received his award from Mr.Hakan Doyran.

By reason of SGK week of SGK directorship,

staffs of Orda have their certificate from

Gemlik SGK deputy manager for their giving

importance to SGK payment.

in May the line leader Mr. Nuri Balkan, line

responsibles Mr. Çetin Konuk and Mr. Sedat

Çal›flkan have received their awards from

our production manager Mete fiener.



Our Staffs that have gotten married
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Production operator  Metin Pire got married on 14 February

2010 with Mrs. Fahriye.

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Project engineer Ahmet Umut Çelikbilek has lost his mother on

09 January 2010.

My God have mercy on them.

Our Staffs that have lost their relatives

Production operators Turgut Arabac›, Ayhan Denizli and Mehmet

Özger; maintenance operators Basri Çapraz, Halil Çetintafl and

Özgür Bar›fl have new babies.

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

FUEL LINE

Laboratory technician Serdar Kömürcü, maintenance operator

Hüseyin Çakmak, production operator Sezgin Ayk›r and

Engineering manager Baha Yard›mc› have new babies.

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Production operator Murat Türky›lmaz got married on 24/11/2009

with Mrs. Melike.

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Engineering manager Baha Yard›mc› has lost his mother on

04/12/2009.

My God have mercy on them.

Our Staffs that have lost their relatives

EXTRUSION LINE

Production operator Erkan fiahin got married with Mrs. Necla

on 10/01/2010 and our production operator  Kaz›m Tafltan got

married with Mrs.Zamira on 23/02/2010.

We wish a happy life to the new families.

METAL LINE

H Güray fien-November 2009 H Nezcan Yüksel-December 20009

H Erkan Veli-January 2010 H Umut Demir-February 2010

We would like to thank them and we wish success for them

Month Staffs

Employees That Have Recently Signed in

Zümrüt Kostak

Born on 22/08/1985. She graduated from Y›ld›z Teknik University

from industrial engineering department. On 15 September 2009,

she started working as Logistic engineer.

Ahmet Kumru

Born on 04/04/1981. He graduated from Uluda¤ University from

economics. He joined as Logistis engineer on 07 December 2009.

Ufuk Demir

Born on 23/09/1983. He graduated from Uluda¤ University from

mechanical engineering department. On 26 January 2010, he

started working as Quality engineer.

Ahmet Düvencio¤lu

Born on 16/01/1986. He graduated from Dumlup›nar university

from the mechanical engineering department. On 22 February

 2010, he started working as supplier development engineer.

Halil Kurtulufl Akgöz

Born on 20/05/1986. He graduated from Uluda¤ University from

industrial engineering department. On 8 March 2010, he started

working as Quality engineer.

Burak Sayg›

Born on 17/11/1985. He graduated from Uluda¤ University from

mechanical engineering department. On 5 April 2010, he started

working as Project engineer.

Evacuation Operation

On 14 April 2010 we have carried out an evacuation operation

trainin without informing our staffs. The operation went very

well.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Our Staffs that have gotten married

Our Staffs that have gotten married



Lean Production and
Management System Studies in
Orda

In our company we have

started the lean production

and management system

studies since  April 2 with

the Lean Institute of Turkey.

Our Lean management

system project is Project

Management.  In this study,

we considered actual and future situations of our new projects

first and according to this comparison, we chose Ford L322 and

2L projects for this study.

Secondly we prepared actual and future revenue comparison

tables, raw material, final product, work in process product stock

tables and process types of metal, extrusion, and fuel production

structures. After that we decided to choose 17 different references

from the metal production area.

We have two different project groups to manage these projects.

 Two of the groups prepare actual situation maps first.

Our aim is always to quickly adapt to changing technologies and

to have flexible production cells We also try to supply relaxing

and more lean working conditions for all the workers.

We believe that with these studies we will reach a higher quality

level and better price for our customer in the near future.  Because

of this belief, our motivation level is very high.

These Lean projects will improve our technical information and

skills of Lean Production and Management Systems and they will

be the guide for new projects in future.

  Our vision to become Lean in all units.
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Other Cont›nous Improvement Stud›es In Orda

Our Kaizen studies targets in 2010 are below

Kaizen Quantity :          2 / month

Kaizen Training Rate :  %36

We have finished eleven Kaizen and had 15% training rate level

since the beginning of this year

Following table shows Kaizen Studies result of A03-06 Line in

Metal Production Area.

We have 3 PCs at different production areas for the suggestion

system.  Three of them are including a special program so all of

workers can use them to give suggestions and they can follow

suggestions and situations from the intranet area very easily with

this PC.

Our top management support this system a lot so our accepted

suggestions level is above our targets.

Following chart shows accepted suggestion rate in past and in

2010.

   At the same time we opened two 6 Sigma Project at the end of

2009

These projects are interested in decreasing the scrap rate of

metal and fuel production areas. The project is scheduled to finish

in June.

   We have already started two new 6 Sigma Projects.  We will

decrease import costs from England and Germany with this

project.

Our aim to go a step further everyday and reach our targets.

'‹f you have competitors on your way, Destiny will say “Who wants

it more?”

We Want it More………..

Yasemin Taflp›nar

Orda Automotive A.fi./ Continous Improvement Chief

25
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Our General Manager Hakan Burucu celebrated our foundation

with our 1st year cake.

Orcia Celebrated its 1st Year

Our plant, went into operation on March 2009, has shared the

excitement and happiness of celebrating its 1st year with its staffs.

have also provided for our staffs to have civil defence traning,

fire drill training, basic occupational safety training and orientation

training.  Also approximately 20 staff members have emercency

response training.

Beside training, Orcia automotive realized an investment for IT

technology.

‹n order to increase and develop our strategies and operations,

to adapt modifying conditions and ever-changing sector

requirements, SAP corporate  source planning (ERP)  has been

used. ‹n the term of September 2010, in order to get TS16949

Quality certificate, as Orcia Automotive our quality policies are

as follows;

Keeping on our strong and successful existence as the best

Automotive Seating covers producer for our customers on the

world scale, we have adopted principles below to let our company

develop;

• Customer satisfaction

• Presenting quality, low-cost  products and services for our

customers

• With the participation of our staffs, having continuous

improvement  in all processes

• With training and being a team, letting our staffs have quality

and environmental senses and developing their talents and

creativity

Determining factors are Customers demands, laws, national

and international standards in order to carry out the principles

composing of our policies.

We are always working for inspiring confidence and having

satisfaction of our shareholders, customers, staffs and our

suppliers

Orcia Automotive supplier industry A.fi. was formally established

as cooperation of Orhan Holding and Faurecia on 22 May 2008.

Our plant, located in Kütahya 1st industrial zone, covers 29.850

m2 area and it has 11.385 m2 indoor area. Our company

completed its foundation in 9 months and started producing

automotive seat covers on 02 March 2009. Its main production

area is automotive seating covers.

While the plant was under construction, with the cooperation of

Turkey business institution Kütahya provincial directorate and

National training Center, it has created and developed areas of

employment with the sewing courses. The first ones started

having traning on 24.11.2008 and recently they are having their

15th and 16th period courses. Our trainees are having theoretical

 and practical trainings for approximately 432 hours.  After the

courses, trainees who will have passed the exam, will be included

Orcia Automotive's team.

As being Orcia Automotive, we have had our business certificate

on 30.11.2009. During the studies of having this certificate, we
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Orcia A.fi. has recently reached 405 staffs since it was

established

Our Trainings:

We have continued having all training since we went into

operation.

Because of swine flu being faced in 2010, we have given H1N1

training for all of our staffs. By dispatching masks to our staffs

having flu, we were successful to overcome flu.

All our staffs have civil defence training.

Because of our respect to our environment, we have made a

contribution to the greening campaign for Orcia A.fi.

All of our staffs worked hard and willing during this process. We

keep on our studies to make everyone have their own tree. Our

accounting and human resources manager Okyay Uzun started

our campaign with 4 pine trees.

We have

supported

“Having

Obstacles”

theatre team.

First Bayram in orcia A.fi.
We have organized a

basic occupational

safety training to give

information about the

rules of emercency

and occupational

safety . Our staffs

being successful in

t h e  e x a m  w e r e

awarded with their certifications. We will keep on giving training

to our all new staff members.

With the

participation of

our staffs, we

have carried out

a fire drill
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Ormetal A.fi is best known as the Turkish spring producer

company, has developed the new generation of spring with gas

nitriding heat treatment. The new processed springs increase

the fatique life of springs by approximately 40% by comparison.

As we know, OEM's expect from suppliers that improved new

designed parts and mechanisms are needed in order to respect

the increased warranty period with

better results.

For centuries, the spring

became one of the

important and critical

parts in Dynamical

m e c h a n i s m s .  I t

required that the spring

producers were always looking

for  competitive solutions and even

the improved designs for mechanism

producers.

The springs with gas nitriding first started to be used in Japan.

European and North American well known companies also

followed the Japanese companies immediately

Ormetal surely followed the new marketing trends and started

research and development activities in 2009. Nearly after one

study,  the new generation  of spring succesfully passed the

validations of both  the internal and customer tests. The serial

production orders are in lines at the moment.

Basically, the process includes the very special material selection

and spring manufacturing techniques and gas nitriding heat

treatment.

Ormetal is living the happiness and proud of development of it.

We believe that it will provide  better designs links to  Turkish

industry and to our customers.

‹n our annual meeting held in Karacabey chamber of commerce

and industry, actions completed in 2009 year and our targets for

2010 years were emphasized.

A3 MeetingNew generation of springs on
the market now

Ziya Kabo¤lu

General Manager

Occupational Safety Training

Our periodic occupational safety training for our staffs was

accomplished by MBA Consultancy. Our staffs mentioned about

advantages of having this training and they were satisfied.



Our periodic Fire training and operation has been carried out

successfully with the cooperative effort of Karacabey fire company

and public hospital 112 team. During this operation we have

been appreciated by our own staffs.

Fire Training and operation

We have made blood donation for K›z›lay Blood Center. Our staffs

wish for making contribution for K›z›lay regularly.

Blood donation campaign

This year our periodic sanitary inspection has been done for all

our staffs by Bilge-Med in our Karacabey plant.

Sanitary inspection

Emergency Training

This training was completed successfully with the participation

of our staffs. We wish them luck in their new positions.

29
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Our firm has entered quickly in terms of activities at the last

quarter term of 2009, firstly our employees come together for the

farewell to summer party, then they've spent a good evening at

the dinner with music and conversation.

Farewell to Summer Party

Murat Oruç, Recep Canbaz, Gokhan Kökçü, Erdinç Uzun have

new babies.

We wish happy lives to the new born kids.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Employees That Have Recently Signed In

Vahit Huner 22 February, Nilcan Ca¤lar 8 March, Ertan Alper 17

March, Eylem fientuna April, Alper Özgüvenç 15 April, Ulafl

Bay›nd›rl› 16 April participated our group and we wish our best

in their new positions.

H Hasan Özok, January

H Seyit Ahmet Baltacı, February

H Abdurrahman Koço¤lu, March

We would like to thank them and we wish success for them

Month Staffs

BMW Company, which is known as Preminium OEM, has started

to evaluate our Ormetal Company for Stage 3, which is part of

5 complete stages in determining the capabilities of potential

new manufacturers.

Participants from BMW;

Eflref Mermer : International purchasing , Southeast Europe

Dr. Hartwig Latocha : Purchasing , Powertrain

Harald Mueller : Project Supplier Consulting , Powertrain

Robert Tappeiner : Quality, Motorroad

After evaluating, it is understood that Ormetal is about to become

a manufacturer for BMW. We will continue to work hard to

participate in the purchasing strategy from Turkey for BMW

BMW has evaluated Ormetal for
Stage 3

Deniz Ergün, Bilal Söylemez, ‹rfan Özyurt

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Our Staffs that have gotten married
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The information Meeting about
Swine Flu
We've been occupied about swine flu too much

on the cold winter days. A meeting has been

arranged by our firm, doctor-Mrs Sevilmifl for

correcting information pollution and answering

our personnel's questions about swine flu. All

of our personnel has listened to this meeting

with interest. Our employees and their families

have been provided information to spend this term more relaxed

and healthier.

Peugeot Quality Manager Mr. Jean-Luc Brard and our former

deputy general manager  Mr. Michel Ricard visited our firm on

26 March 2010. Mr. Brard explained that he is impressed a lot

by our country and our firm, and was pleased  during his first

visit.

Peugeot Visit

Mehmet Korkut, Ahmet Eren, Erol Yücel

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Erhan Sönmez, Canan Tosun, Halis Do¤an, Mesut Ayd›n, Asl›

Erdo¤an, Bahar Terzio¤lu, Semra Coflkun

We wish a happy life to the new families.

H October 2009: M.Ali Gürbüz / STG: Turan Çakmak

H November 2009: ‹lknur Çeribafl / STG: Y›ld›z Emeç

H December 2009: Cüneyt Öztürk / STG: Turgut Otsekin

The personel of the year 2009

H ‹lknur Çeribafl / STG: Levent Özdemir

We congratulate them and wish them continued success.

The Personnel Of The Year And Month

Mustafa Çelik (His Mother)

My God have mercy on them.

Our Staffs that have lost their relatives

The Cultural
Activities

We've started to arrange the cinema

days in our firm for blue and white

collar workers, we've watched

“Revolution Cars” and “The Ottoman

Republic” so far.  We've received

positive feedback

from our personnel.

While we were leaving behind last year, the pilaf with anchovies,

which was treated to us by our chairman, has been interested

a lot by everybody in this entertainment activity organized for

saying good-bye to last year and  welcoming the new year. We've

enjoyed the opportunity to get to know each other better, and

leaving behind the all the difficulties of the last year, especially

the economical crisis bad effects.

Christmas Party

Our Staffs that have gotten married

Our Staffs that have new Babies
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Adding Value to the Economy Award Ceremony

is organized every year by Bursa Chamber

of Commerce and Industry and was

held at the BTSO building on

December 9, 2009.

Chamber members are awar-

ded according to particularities

such as reduction in paying

high taxes, exporting, provi-

ding foreign exchange flow by

international transport and

tourism activities and first time product exporting etc. Government

minister Faruk Çelik joined the ceremony.

Teknik Malzeme took the prize of highest exporting, ranking

tenth.

On behalf of Teknik Malzeme, Sabri Caymaz, Accounting and

Human Ressources Manager received this award.

Teknik Malzeme was awarded with several prizes for values

added to economy.

Our future goal is to have great success and to be one of the

leading companies all the time.

We share this success with our employees.

Award to Teknik Malzeme from BTSOKaizen Presentations

Kaizen study related to R95 was presented on December 23,2009.

The other Kaizen study related to the VW Assembly Line was

presented on January 6,2010. Kaizen team leaders piloted the

first applications and results were achieved by the team members.

As TM, we congratulate our collegues with their succesful

achievements.

Kaizens performed and teams:

Kaizen Pilot:

Kadir Dindar - ‹brahim Aybar

Kaizen Team:

Hüseyin Dübek - ‹smail Dalkılıç

Kadir Koçak - Serkan Ay

Suat Özcan - Recep Dayı

Kaizen Date: 13 November 2009

Kaizen lenght : 5 hours

To get VW installation convenience

Kaizen Pilot:

Ali Beydemir

Kaizen Team:

Adem Adıgüzel

Metin Aydın

Zülkar Altın

Hüseyin Dübek

Kaizen Dates: 20 October 2009- 13 November 2009

Kaizen lenght: 4 Weeks
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‹n 2010 year, we have carried out two performance days.

Regarding our performance days on 12-13 March in Buttim and

20 March 2010, our customers have had the opportunity to test

Land Rover vehicles and the entirety with the nature under the

supervision of expert drivers and our customers were satisfied

with the results.

During our important events, we had a festival day with our

honoring and music.

Teknik oto performance days

‹lhan Aksoy, Musa Ablay, ‹smail Dalk›l›ç, Osman Bayram, Orhan

Tatl›, Ramazan fiahin, Cevdet Çal›flkan, Erkek, Canip Orhan,

Tuncay Tutay, Erdo¤an Tümen, Sebahattin Bilgin, ‹ksan Alt›n,

Ünal Özgel, Gürcan Adak, Hasan Öztürk, Seçkin Tuncer, ‹brahim

Gül, Yusuf Kayabafl›

We wish a happy life to the new born kids.

Serkan Alp (Father), Sonur Aksoy (Mather), Adem Ad›güzel

(Father), Sevdiye Arslan (Father), ‹lker Yasin Torun (Mather)

My God have mercy on them.

Our Staffs that have lost their relatives

During September-October, to inform our collegues, our factory

manager Ayse Alpo¤uz arranged several briefs for awereness

on H1N1. At the company, brochures are put on boards,

disinfectant gels are placed at cafeteria and several other points.

Public areas were also cleaned with disinfectant materials for

precaution.

Our Education on H1N1

Özcan Kulu, Mesut Altun

We wish a happy life to the new families.

Our Staffs that have new Babies

Our Staffs that have gotten married
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After successful

a n d  e f f i c i e n t

months, in order to

enjoy and have

morale, we started

our trip from Kent

Park in Eskiflehir.

‹t is one of the

most beautiful,

en joyab le  and

interesting places

to spend time.

“ Being a team “

During our meeting,  we have had a play about “ being a team”,

“ moving  together”, ” moving together and working in concert,

“. We enjoyed  the play as well  we evaluated ourselves as team.

As we are Uray Sigorta, we have carried out our 4th meeting of

2009 in Istanbul. According to data of our previous meetings,

we have determined our 2010 targets and then enjoyed the

beauty of ‹stanbul. It was a nice day and ‹stanbul welcomed us

with its sun whilst we expected to have a rainy day. Everybody

is happy !! This is  being Uray Sigorta….

Three months period meetings

Our first meeting in 2010 took place in Eskiflehir. We compared

our previous meetings with the recent ones, we evaluated the

last three months and our growth rate. After that meeting, we

have noticed that we have been growing rapidly and in

coordination by considering economic conditions and reduction,

but also we agree on being more careful during next 9 months.

2009 year's first is known. Uray Sigorta has been enjoying its

happiness and pride to have the award given by Axa Sigorta.

We wish our best for Uray Sigorta and its staffs who are working

so hard for their goals.

We Are the First again

Uray Sigorta's umbrella
expands each day
We continue our way by adding new ones.

Kent Park
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As being Uray Sigorta, we believe that

the most important thing is “ Data

source” in order to grow rapidly and in

coordinate. So we tidied our archive

with 5S studies. Almost 400 files were

put in order in a tiring but enjoyable

evening. When we look at our studies,

we find out again when we give hand

to hand, there is nothing impossible.

We carried out our
first traditional pic-
nic organization in
Alaçam.

We started our day
with a delicious vil-
lage breakfast.
Sefatepe is truly a
spectacular  place
with its very blue
sky, very green
nature and with
birds singing rep-
resenting spring's
coming.

After this delicious
breakfast, some of

us played okey, backgammon and
voleyball whilst some of us had a
walk in this beautiful place.

With getting hungry, we took our
places again on the meal tables.
After such a nice day,  we add
trout fish in our unforgetable list..
We started counting the days for
next picnic after this beautiful

Sunday picnic.

The Cultural
Activities
We have watched “ Veda “ Film together.

‹n the Film Atatürk's life and how he

coped with the enemies to save the world,

is emphasized.

A Beautiful Sunday
in Alaçam...

5-S in Uray Sigorta
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•  ‹ n  t h e

meantime of

meals, you

should prefer

fruit, Ayran, Milk

and a few dry fruit, a few walnuts, nuts or almonds, 1/2 or 1 packet

biscuits with low calories or yogurt with fruit.

• ‹t is a reality that many people don't have the foods with fibres,

vitamins and minerals in their meals. What a pity that the processed

products, products with additive take more place in our lives.

According to research, pastry made of  white flour is taking the

first place in our nutrition. These kind of foods cause for people

eating more in their meals by allowing blood sugar to rise rapidly

and then reduce it momentary.  For this reason, instead of white

bread, rice and macaroni, try to prefer other products like

squarrous bread or wholemeal rice and wheat macaroni. ‹n order

to snack instead of chocolate, oil-less popcorn or dry fruits should

be preferred.

• Chocolate and white sugar are our enemies. As much as we

can do, we should have tea or coffee without sugar. ‹f we need to

have chocolate, we should try to prefer bitter chocolate instead

of the ones with milk. ‹t will help you save 100 calories in our daily

diet.

• Almost everybody knows the importance of calcium for health

bones and preventing us from osteoporosis, but a few ones know

the role of calcium in losing weight. The research recently shows

that the ones who are nourished with the foods containing calcium,

have lower body mass index than the other ones, because calcium

prevents the shortage of calcitriol. ‹t is the hormone that averts

keeping the excreted oil in our bodies, so in our diet we should

surely have milk products, vegetables, nuts balanced and regularly.

Finally exercising regularly is very mportant for the body and soul

health. WHO (world health organization ) emphasize the importance

of doing sports for 45-50 minutes four days in a week in order to

keep our weight after diet.

I want to get thin

Obesity, one of the most important problems of all society in the

21st century, causes many risks for human health. The number

of people, who don't like themselves, who have serious

psychological problems because of their appearances, who have

also serious health problems because of being overweight, increase

day by day. Troubled reasons take place in the basics of obesity.

Genetic, environment, condition of growing up, style of living and

nutrition disorder effect people and bring about obesity.

So you will ask what I should do to get thin and to have healthy

body. Let's find solution together;

• ‹n order to lose weight, please do not forget to keep your body

healthy.

• ‹n order to lose weight, ‹t is very important to get used to a

nutrition type which holds your blood sugar balanced.

• The most important and main meal is breakfast for a balanced

blood sugar.

• ‹f there is more than 45 min. or 1 hour among the moments you

wake up- have breakfast, surely you need to eat cheese or drink

milk when you wake up.

• Surely have breakfast and lunch and try to have your meal

regularly every day.

• Be informed that Having your breakfast, lunch and dinner

regularly is not enough for balanced blood sugar

• Having foods at the meantime of mornings - afternoons -

evenings and ofcourse after dinner, will support you to keep your

blood sugar balanced

• ‹n your breakfast table, you should have some greenery like

parsley, mint and dill.

• ‹n your lunch and dinner time, surely have yogurt, salad and

bread. Your main meal must include these three foods, but only

1 portion.

Dietician

Gözdem Baflar›r

Health



If around, you have to visit:

Rucar - Bran Corridor

is a series of gorges carved

by Dambovitza river (the

one running also through

Bucharest (Romanian

capital). The canyon is

spectacular. The best time

to drive through is in a

sunny morning of October

- the landscape is breathtaking.

Bran Castle

The castle was conquered

in the late of 1400 by Vlad

the Impaler's army - yes,

the one also known as

Dracula. We don't know if

he has ever lived in, but

now the Castle is known

as Dracula's Castle. On the first half of the twentieth century it

used to serve as summer residence for the royal family and

after Ceausescu's regime failure returned to Habsburg family.

No vampire in sight, it's just a legend!

Founded in the time of

voivode Neagoe Basarab,

between 1512 and 1517,

the monastery is a part of

t h e  m o s t  f a m o u s

Romanian legend, “The

legend of master Manole”.

The legend says that Radu

Negru hired the greatest

masters led by Master Manole as an architect to build the place

of worship. But all that they had built during the day fell apart

during the night. The prince threatened him and his assistants

with death. At last Manole had a dream suggesting that they

should follow the ancient custom of placing a living woman into

the foundations; and that she who first appeared on the following

morning should be the victim. The other masons warned their

families, and Manole was forced to sacrifice his own wife. Thus

the cathedral was built. When Manole and his masons told the

prince that they could always build an even greater and more

beautiful building, Radu Negru had them stranded on the roof

so that they could not build something to match it. They fashioned

wooden wings and tried to fly off the roof, but, one by one, they

all fell to the ground. A spring of clear water, named after

Manole, is said to mark the spot where he fell. This motif is

widespread in South-East Europe, most notably also in Russia,

like the blinding of the Masons of Vasili Blajenii Cathedral by

Ivan the Terrible.The spring actually exists, and it is near the

monastery. Also, you can still see on the wall of the monastery

the mark left by Ana's body.

Câmpulung is situated in the very heart of

Romania, among the outlying hills of the

Southern Carpathian Mountains, at the head of a long well-

wooded glen traversed by the river Targului, a tributary of

the Argefl. "Câmpulung" literally means "Long Field" in Romanian.

Between the great wars, it was fashionable to spend the summer

in Campulung. A popular activity for residents and visitors as

well used to be strolling down the sidewalks, during the day or

the evening. The sidewalk became often very crowded - so

crowded that it was difficult to avoid bumping into nearly everyone

you passed by - and of course offering profuse apologies. That

gave the name of the street - Pardon! Boulevard.

The earliest written evidence of the

town's existence is dated 1300, and is

to be found in the Catholic Câmpulung

church.

Câmpulung was the first capital of the

feudal state of Wallachia, until

succeeded by Curtea de Argefl in the

14th century. In the city there are more

than twenty churches, besides a

monastery and a cathedral, which both

claim to have been founded, in the

13th century by Radu Negru, legendary

first Prince of Wallachia.

Curtea de Arges Monastery

Roman Catholic church Tower

Let’s Go and See
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Nobel Automotive Po›ssy +33 130 06 77 64 +33 130 06 77 50

Nobel Automotive Slovakia Sro +421 43 581 4624 +421 43 581 4677

Nobel Automotive Tennessee +1 731 641 67 00 +1 731 641 67 01

Nobel Automotive Uk +44 121 325 8000 +44 121 325 8003

Nobel Plast›ques Iber‹ca +34 93 373 0111 + 34 93 373 1560

Nobel Plastiques V›try +33 326 73 64 64 +33 326 73 64 50

Nobel Teknik France V‹try +33  3 26 72 59 10 +33  3 26 72 28 39

Nobel Teknik Türkiye +90 224 244 71 42 +90 224 244 73 48

Orda +90 224 524 88 00 +90 224 524 88 04

Orcia +90 274 266 25 90 +90 274 266 26 27

Orhan Tar›m +90 224 280 49 00 +90 224 267 14 44

Oryap› +90 224 280 49 40 +90 224 267 24 15

Or-Metal +90 224 671 81 38 +90 224 671 84 65

S›la Teknik +90 224 280 66 00 +90 224 242 18 91

S›la Teknik France +33 172 75 72 50 +33 172 75 72 99

STG +90 224 524 87 70 +90 224 524 87 71

Teknik Malzeme +90 224 219 40 00 +90 224 244 73 04

Teknik Malzeme (DOSAB) +90 224 261 21 24 +90 224 261 13 92

Teknik Oto +90 224 280 49 20 +90 224 267 23 97

Teknik Oto (Eskiflehir) +90 222 226 98 00 +90 222 226 84 83

Uray Sigorta +90 224 280 49 49 +90 224 267 24 39

Uray Teknik +90 224 211 55 00 +90 224 211 55 05


